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Analysis of Teaching Vocabulary for Children Video (ELT4C) 
 
 
A.  Lesson/subject: Teaching vocab  
 
B.  Time allocation: 45 -60 MINS 
 
C.  Objectives/goals: Student are able to studied and mastering their vocab capability of 
Animal and fruit 
 
D.   Structure/language functions/language focus:  
Structure: - “This is chicken” 
    - “What is this animal?” 
    - “Is this an turtle?” 
    - “Where is the fish?” 
    - “Is the grape in the water?” 
    - “The snake is on the water” 
Language function: simple tense 
Language focus:  preposition of places,extra vocabulary 
 
E.  Target vocab: fruits (apple, grape etc), animal (frog, snake,turtle,chicken etc) preposition 
of places (in, on) 
 
F.   Media: -Poster 
     -  flashcard 
    - picture of animal and fruit 
    - real animal & fruits 
    - picture of illustration of in and on 
    - water 
    - mini aquarium 
    - name tag 
    - gift box 
    -whiteboard 
 
 
 
G.  Lesson overview: 
      1. Introduction 
       2.Sing “apple orange" and animal song 
      3.Teach the animal and fruit vocabulary with picture 



     4.Play guessing the name of animal and fruit 
  
 
H. Lesson Procedure: 
 
1. Introduction 
Use the name tag and ask the student to wear it .  Say it louder while give some body 
language to make it easily to remember.  
 
2. Ask the student to sing along together. And ask them to sing a song called apple orange 
and another songs from barney movie series. 
 
3. Give them example of picture and then you told them the name of fruit or animal on the 
picture. Just repeat 3x-4x until they understand. 
 
4. Take one of picture or real animal and  fruit then you ask the students to answer what is 
the animal or fruit  that you hold. 
Maybe to help them you've to give some reaction or maybe code for your student. 
 
I.  Suggestion: 
I think the lesson is a bit different from one material to another material. As we can see from 
the video, the teacher  jumps from the fruit song to the animal. More from it, when the 
teacher introduces they didn’t mention the color of it. I think, it would be better to introduce 
the  color to enrich students ability of guessing color too.  I think that the lesson still going on 
and ended up with closing but unfortunately, the uploader of the video didn’t record it until 
the lesson is over. 
 


